The material as the life's necessities of human changes into prestige of the human himself. Material is no longer interpreted as the life's necessities but it changes into money. It becomes the symbol of success and happiness. This shift process certainly brings a lot of change to the human nature. Material which at the beginning is considered as the life necessities turns into human obsession to reach the happiness. In the literary criticism, materialism is one of approach to analyze the values in the literary works. Its used by Fitzgerald to view the complexity of the story in the 'Great Gatsby' Novel, but unfortunately the fact, its ironic because material satisfaction is only empty happiness as reflected in this paper.
are the result of material interactions.
In other words, matter is the only substance. Modern people started to think money has such a powerful function.
With money people do not only get anything they want but also they can also do everything they want to do, Even money involves a human status. Money is a magic power which control human and creates the essential social status (Ratha, 2003:27) . It means In the novel The Great Gatsby, some characters will do anything to 
